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  Marks  
Q.1 Do As Directed. 06 

1 Which of the following is Authentic in terms of learning language?  
 (A) News Paper (B) Wikipedia  
 (C) WhatsApp Messages (D) Instagram  
2 Choose the correct option for authentic text.  
 (A) One which is based on culture (B) One which is based on universal 

facts 
 

 (C) One which is created by an 
educated person 

(D) One which is created to fulfil social 
purpose 

 

3 Which of the following is not a good source of language learning?  
 (A) Literature (B) ICT  
 (C) Music (D) Social Media  
4 Which of the following is not the part of Newspaper?  
 (A) Sacred Space (B) Speaking tree  
 (C) Loop the Loop (D) Farmville  
5 What is the first step of learning a language?  
 (A) Reading (B) Listening  
 (C) Speaking (D) Writing  
6 The need of the hour is, that our English teachers get well trained in 

the_____________.  
 

 (A) Degrees (B) No health issue  
 (C) Four basic skills (D) None of the above  
7 Authenticity relates to the language produced by native speakers for native 

speakers in a particular language community, is given by? 
 

 (A) Morrow (B) Benson & Voller  
 (C) Porter & Roberts (D) Widdowson  
8 What is the full form of ICT?  
 (A) Information technology (B) Information and Communication 

Technologies 
 

 (C) Information and Computer 
Teaching 

(D) Internet and Computer Teaching  



9 What is the other name of Second-language acquisition (SLA)?  

 (A) Second-Language Learning (B) Secondary Language Acquisition  

 (C) Second Learning Activity (D) None of the above  
10 Which rational is important for language learning and teaching?  
 (A) Pedagogical (B) Learning  
 (C) Research (D) Reading  

11 ________is useful for language learning.  
 (A) Authentic text (B) Authentic number  
 (C) Authentic keys (D) None of the above  

12 Which of the following is not the part of ICT tolls?  
 (A) Newspaper (B) Blogging  
 (C) Animation (D) Power Point  
B. Terms / Short Notes / Case Study / Charts / Graphs/ Tables, etc. (Each of 01 mark) (04) 

1   Name the sources to teach language in classroom.  
2 Name the skills of language learning.  
3   Define language learning.  
4 Name 3 activities which can be done for language teaching by the help of newspaper.  

Q.2 Answer the following.  
1  What is authentic text and authentic task? (04) 
2  Explain how mass media is the important part of learning and teaching language. (04) 

 OR  
2 Explain authentic material with supportive definitions. (04) 

Q.3 Answer the following.  
1  Define authentic material with the support of its background. (05) 
2  Write the do’s and don’ts of teaching language from newspaper. (05) 

 OR  
2 Write a note on language learning through media. (05) 

Q.4 Answer the following.  
1 Explain in detail the concept of SLA. (06) 
2 Give details of different values of literature in concern of language teaching and 

learning. 
(06) 

 OR  
2 In teaching and learning second language, explain the idea of pedagogical rational. (06) 
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